Abstract There is a large demand for distributed engines that efficiently process large-scale graph data, such as social graph and web graph. The distributed graph engines execute analysis process after partitioning input graph data and assign them to distributed computers, so the quality of graph partitioning largely affects the communication cost and load balance among computers during the analysis process. We propose an effective graph partitioning technique that achieves low communication cost and good load balance among computers at the same time. We first generate more clusters than the number of computers by extending the modularity-based clustering, and then merge those clusters into balanced-size clusters until the number of clusters becomes the number of computers by using techniques designed for graph packing problem. We implemented our technique on top of distributed graph engine, PowerGraph, and made intensive experiments. The results show that our partitioning technique reduces the communication cost so it improves the response time of graph analysis patterns. In particular, PageRank computation is 3.2 times faster at most than HDRF, the state-of-the art of streaming-based partitioning approach.
Introduction
Large-scale graph data such as social graphs and web graphs have emerged in various domains. As an example of social graph, the number of daily active users in Facebook reached 1.13 billion on average for June 2016 an increase of 17% year-over-year reported in the Facebook reports second quarter 2016 results:
1 vertexes and edges represent users and their relationships, respectively.
To analyze such large-scale graph data efficiently, distributed graph engines have been developed and they are widely used in graph analysis field. Some examples are Pregel [1] , GraphLab [2] , PowerGraph [3] , and GraphX [4] . Distributed graph engines commonly (1) partition input graph data into sub-graphs, (2) assign each sub-graph to each computer, and (3) make graph analysis over the distributed graph. Each computer iteratively analyzes the assigned sub-graph by updating the parameters assigned to the vertexes/edges. Notice that the sub-graph assignment to computers largely affects the communication cost and load balance during graph analysis. The commutation cost increases to the number of cross-partition vertexes/edges, because communication between different computers is required when parameters are updated by referring to adjacent vertexes/edges in remote computers. The computation cost of each computer depends on the number of vertexes/edges assigned to the computer [5] , so load imbalance occurs among computers when the number of assigned vertexes/edges imbalances.
Our goal is to design a graph partitioning technique that achieves low communication cost and good load balance among computers. The state-of-the art of graph partitioning techniques is Oblivious [3] and HDRF [6] that are actually implemented in PowerGraph. These techniques generate balanced-size clusters while attempting to reduce communication overhead. However, the communication overhead tends to be high and this degrades the performance, in particular, the number of commuters is large. In contrast, there are other graph clustering techniques [7] [8] [9] that are designed to reduce the number of cross-cluster edges. They are expected to reduce the communication overhead; however, the size of the obtained clusters is imbalanced as reported in [8] so we cannot directly apply these techniques to our goal just as they are.
We propose an effective graph partitioning technique that achieves low communication cost and good load balance among computers at the same time. So as to obtain balanced-size clusters, we first generate much more balanced-size clusters than the number of computers by extending the modularity-based clustering, and then merge those clusters into balanced-size clusters by employing the techniques designed for the packing problem [10] . Finally, we convert edge-cut graph into vertex-cut graph, because the modularity clustering is edge-cut-based clustering and most of the recent distributed graph engines are based on vertex-cut graph. We implemented our technique on top of PowerGraph and made evaluations. The results show that our partitioning technique reduces the communication cost so it improves the response time of graph analysis patterns. In particular, it improves the response time of PageRank computation 3.2 times faster at most than HDRF. In addition, we also evaluated how the major graph metrics (the replication factor and load balance factor) correlate with the physical performance measures, the response time, the amount of data transfer between computers, and the imbalance runtime ratio among computers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background of this work. Section 3 describes the detailed design of our technique. Section 4 reports the results of experiments. Section 5 addresses related work, and Sect. 6 concludes this paper.
Prelimilary

Replication Factor and Load Balance Factor
Recent distributed graph processing frameworks (e.g., GraphLab [2] and PowerGraph [3] ) have employed vertexcut method [2, 6] for the graph partitioning since it provides better performance in terms of load balancing among distributed computers. Vertex-cut method is a graph partitioning technique for distributed graph processing; it divides a graph into multiple partitions by replicating cross-cluster vertexes, and it assigns each partition to each computer in the distributed computation environment. In order to qualify the effectiveness of graph partitioning, it is natural choice to use two major metrics called replication factor [2] and load balance factor [3] .
Replication factor [2] is a metric that evaluates communication cost among distributed computers. Replication factor quantifies how many vertexes are replicated over computers compared with the the number of vertexes of the original input graph. The vertex-cut method takes a strategy to replicate cross-cluster vertex and assign the replicas to the computers the adjacent edges of the vertex belong to. In order to keep the consistency of analysis results among distributed computers, we need to communicate and exchange the analysis results among the computers in which the replicated vertexes are located. Thus, we can mitigate the communication cost by keeping the replication factor small. By following the literature [2] , we formally define the replication factor RF as follows:
where V are a set of vertexes, and R(v) is a set of vertexes replicated from vertex v. Load balance factor is another metric of distributed graph processing that evaluates skewness of loads among distributed computers. Distributed graph processing frameworks using vertex-cut method employ the following equation for evaluating load balance factor:
where E and M are a set of edges and a set of computers, respectively; E(m) is a number of edges that are assigned to computer m. k is a user-specified parameter that determines the acceptable skewness; user needs to set a value for k that satisfies k 2 R and k ! 1. That is, Eq. (2) indicates that how large size is acceptable for E(m) compared with the expected number of edges for each computer (i.e., jEj jMj ). From Eq. (2), we can conduct the following equation:
In this paper, we call Eq. (3) as load balance factor. We employ Eq. (3) for evaluating the load balance efficiency of graph partitioning results.
Modularity
Our proposed method merges partition pairs for increasing a graph partitioning measure, namely modularity [7] , so as to reduce the total number of cross-partition edges. In this section, we formally introduce modularity. Modularity, proposed by Girvan and Newman [7] , is widely used to evaluate the quality of graph partitions from global perspective. Modularity is a quality metric of graph partitioning based on null model; it measures the difference of the graph structure from the corresponding random graph. Intuitively, graph clustering is to find groups of vertexes that have a lot of inner-group edges and few outergroup edges; optimal partitions are achieved when the modularity is maximized. The modularity Q is formally defined as follows:
where C and |E| are a set of partitions and the total number of edges included in graph G, respectively, and E ij is a number of edges between partition i and j.
For finding good partitions, traditional modularity-based algorithms [9, 11, 12] greedily select and merge partition pairs so as to maximize the increase in modularity. However, Eq. (4) is inefficient to evaluate the modularity increase made by merging partition pairs since Eq. (4) needs to compute the complete modularity score for all merging partitions. Instead of computing complete modularity score, existing algorithms (i.e., CNM [11] and Louvain method [12] ) conducted an equation of the modularity gain MQ ij for efficiently evaluating the modularity increase after merging two partitions i and j as follows:
where MQ ij indicates the modularity gain after merging partition i and j. As we described above, the modularitybased algorithms find a set of partitions that with high modularity Q by iteratively selecting and merging partition pairs that maximize Eq. (5).
In our proposed method, we modify Eq. (5) for finding balanced-size partitions for efficient distributed graph processing; we introduce a new term for balancing the partitioning size [8] into Eq. (5). We present its details in Sect. 3.1.
Balanced-Size Clustering Technique
Our goal is to design a graph partitioning technique that achieves low communication cost and good load balance among computers at the same time. We propose an effective graph partitioning technique that achieves low replication factor and good load balance factor. Our technique consists of three phases, balanced-size modularity clustering phase, cluster merge phase, and graph conversion phase as follows.
Balanced-size modularity clustering phase
We first employ a modified modularity proposed by Wakita and Tsurumi [8] that achieves good modularity and mitigates the imbalance of cluster size.
Cluster merge phase
Since modularity clustering generates large number of clusters in general, we need to have additional phase to merge clusters more. Moreover, even if we employ the modified modularity that mitigates imbalanced size of clusters, we still have the imbalance of cluster size. So, we generate much more clusters than the number of computers in the 1st phase, and then merge those clusters into balanced-size clusters until the number of clusters becomes the number of computers by employing techniques designed for graph packing problem.
Graph conversion phase
Finally, we convert edge-cut graph into vertex-cut graph, because the modularity clustering is edge-cut-based clustering and most of the recent distributed graph engines are based on the vertex-cut graph.
Balanced-Size Modularity Clustering Phase
The goal of this balanced-size modularity clustering phase is to produce fine-grained and well-balanced clusters. In this phase, we iteratively merge cluster pair into clusters so as to increase modularity score while keeping the size of clusters balanced. As we described in Sect. 1, modularity-based clustering algorithms, e.g., CNM [11] , generally tend to produce imbalanced sizes of clusters. For mitigating the imbalanced cluster size, we first employ a modified modularity gain MQ 0 , proposed by Wakita and Tsurumi [8] , which introduces a heuristic into Eq. (5) for controlling the size of the merged cluster. The modified modularity gain MQ 0 ij between cluster i and j is defined as follows:
where E i is a set of edges included in cluster i. As shown in Eq. (6), we can find clusters that are expected to increase the modularity score since we have MQ ij term in the righthand side on the equation. In addition, Eq. (6) also evaluates min
jE j j jE i j term, which clearly takes large value when jE i j and jE j j are almost same sizes. Hence, the modified modularity gain MQ 0 ij prefers to merge two clusters whose sizes are similar each other. As a result, Eq. (6) gives large score when two clusters i and j not only contain similar number of inner edges but also show better modularity gain.
For finding fine-grained and well-balanced clusters efficiently, we apply Eq. (6) to the state-of-the-art modularity-based clustering called incremental aggregation method [9] . The incremental aggregation method is a modularity-based clustering algorithm that is able to process large-scale graphs with more than a few billion edges within quite short computation time. This is because the method effectively reduces the number of edges to be referenced during the modularity gain computation by incrementally merging cluster pairs. By combining the method and the modified modularity gain shown in Eq. (6), this phase finds the fine-grained and well-balanced clusters efficiently.
In addition, this phase attempts to produce larger number of clusters than user-specified parameter k. The reasons are twofold: (1) Although Eq. (6) is effective in balancing the cluster size, it is not sufficient for the load balance. For further balancing the size of clusters, we additionally perform first-fit algorithm [10] in the next phase, which is an approximation algorithm for the bin packing problem. (2) If we run modularity-based clustering methods until convergence, they automatically determine the number of clusters relying on the input graph topology. In order to control the number of clusters for the distributed machines, this phase needs to run until (a) we can find no cluster pairs that increase the modularity score, or (b) the number of clusters produced in this phase reaches a Â k where a 2 R is a user-specified parameter such that a [ 1.
Cluster Merge Phase
The idea of producing balanced-size clusters is to employ the techniques developed for the packing Graph Partitioning for Distributed Graph Processing 97
problem [10] . That is, given various size of items, we pack them into fixed number of containers with the same size. Since we generated more clusters than the number of computers at the last phase, we pack those clusters into balanced-size containers by performing first-fit algorithm. In addition, we choose an adjacent cluster of a given cluster and pack them into the same container during firstfit algorithm, so that we can keep the number of crosscluster edges small. The detail is as follows. Given we have many clusters produced at the balanced-size modularity clustering phase, we choose k (number of computers) largest clusters as seed clusters and put them into different containers. Then, we repeatedly merge the smallest seed cluster with its adjacent cluster until there is no adjacent cluster to seed clusters. After that, there may be clusters that are not connected to any seed clusters, that is, the clusters are isolated from any seed clusters. We pick up a cluster from the isolated ones, merge reachable clusters from it, and put the merged cluster into the container with the smallest number of inner edges.
The pseudocode of this phase is shown in Algorithm 1. The symbols and their definitions used in the code are summarized in Table 1 . The input is clusters C, and the specified number of output clusters is k. Clusters C are obtained at the balanced-size modularity clustering phase. First, we choose k clusters that have the largest number of inner edges from input clusters C. We treat them as seed clusters and put them into output clusters R (line 1). In the following procedure, we pick up other clusters from C and merge them with the seed clusters until no cluster is left in C. The procedure consists of three steps. In the first step, so as to balance the size of the seed clusters while keeping the number of cross-cluster edges small, we choose the smallest seed cluster, pick up its adjacent cluster in C, and merge the seed cluster with the adjacent cluster (line 3-17). We repeat this merge process until there is no adjacent cluster to the smallest seed clusters left in C. In the second step, we pick up a cluster in C and merge it with its adjacent and the smallest seed cluster (line 18-33). We repeat this merge process until there is no adjacent cluster to the seed clusters left in C. Now, there may be clusters in C that are not connected to any seed clusters. In the final step, we treat the seed clusters in R as containers of the packing problem. We pick up a cluster in C (line 32-33), merge it with its reachable clusters in C (line 34-42), and put it to the smallest seed cluster (container) (line 43-45). Figure 1 depicts an example of the cluster merge phase, the initial state is on the left, and the final state is on the right. Each circle represents cluster, and the number located at the center of the circle shows the number of inner edges in the cluster. The number assigned to an edge shows the number of the cross-cluster edges. The dotted shape represents seed cluster (container) (5) Now, there is no adjacent cluster to any seed clusters, so we put the isolated cluster, cluster 6, into the smallest seed cluster, cluster 2, as shown in the final state in Fig. 1 .
Example 1
. (1) In the initial state, two largest clusters (cluster 1 and cluster 2) are chosen as seed clusters. (2) The smallest seed cluster (cluster 2) and its one of adjacent clusters (cluster 3) are merged. (3) Still the merged seed cluster (containing cluster 2 and cluster 3) is the smallest seed cluster [the size is 35 (20 ? 5 ? 10)], so we continue to merge it with its adjacent cluster, cluster 5. (4) Now the merged seed cluster size is 55, the smallest cluster changes to cluster 1. Then, cluster 1 is merged with its adjacent cluster, cluster 4, and the size becomes 65.
Graph Conversion Phase
So far, we have obtained k clusters of edge-cut graph. In this final phase, we convert edge-cut graph into vertex-cut graph, since most of the recent distributed graph engines are based on the vertex-cut graph. This design is based on the fact that vertex-cut graph is more efficiently balanced than edge-cut graph [3, 13] . To convert edge-cut graph to vertex-cut graph, we have to convert cross-cluster edge to cross-cluster vertex by choosing either two sides of crosscluster edge as cross-cluster vertex. Let u is chosen as cross-cluster vertex and v is not for cross-cluster edge e(u, v). The cross-cluster edge e(u, v) is assigned to the cluster to which non-cross-cluster vertex v belong. We choose cross-cluster vertexes so that the size of the clusters to be balanced. This procedure is simple but affects largely the load balance.
Experiments
We implemented our proposal, balanced-size clustering technique, on top of one of the recent distributed graph processing frameworks, PowerGraph [3] . We made following experiments to validate the effectiveness of our graph partitioning technique. 
Partitioned graph quality
We evaluated the effectiveness of partitioned graph by using the major metrics, replication factor [Eq. (1)] and load balance factor [Eq. (2)].
Performance for graph analysis
We evaluated the runtime, the amount of data transfer between computers, and the imbalance runtime ratio among computers during graph analysis. In addition, we also evaluated how the major graph metrics, the replication factor and load balance factor, correlate with the physical performance measures, the response time, the amount of data transfer between computers, and the imbalance runtime ratio among computers.
Scalability
We evaluated the response time of graph analysis, graph partitioning time, and the sum of both by varying the number of computers.
We compared our graph partitioning technique to other techniques, a random partition, Oblivious [3] , and HDRF [6] . The random partitioning is a naive approach that randomly assigns vertexes/edges to distributed computers. The Oblivious is a heuristic technique that balances the size of partitions and reduces the replication factor. The HDRF is a technique improved from Oblivious and actually provides better graph partitions than Oblivious does for various graphs. We used two variations of our graph partitioning technique in the 1st phase; the original modularity clustering and the balanced-size modularity clustering. They are denoted as modularity and balanced-size in figures, respectively. For the parameter setting, we choose the number of clusters the 1st phase generates according to the graph size; we set more clusters to generate as input graph size increases.
Benchmark
We used real graph data shown in Table 2 and three typical graph analysis patterns as follows. 
Setting
The experiments were made on Amazon EC2, r3.2xlarge Linux instances. Each instance has CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2670 v2, 2.50 GHz (four cores) with 64 GB RAM. The network performance between instances was 1.03 Gbps. The hard disks delivered 103 MB/s for buffered reads. We used g??4.8.1 with -O3 optimization for PowerGraph and all partitioning techniques. We chose synchronous engine of PowerGraph to ensure the preciseness of the analysis results.
Partitioned Graph Quality
We evaluated the effectiveness of partitioned graph by using the major metrics, replication factor [Eq. (1)] and load balance factor [Eq. (2) ] for the graph data in Table 2 . 
Relationship Between Modularity and Replication Factor
Our technique is based on modularity clustering so as to decrease the number of cross-cluster edges. We investigated the relationship between the modularity value 3 of the real graph data and how our technique improves replication factor for those data compared with random partitioning and HDRF. In Fig. 2 , X-axis shows the modularity value and Y-axis shows the replication factor ratio of the partitions obtained by our technique to those obtained by random partitioning and HDRF. As expected, we observe that our technique provides better replication factors than other techniques and that the replication factor is improved more as the modularity value of the graph increases. Figure 3 shows the results of the experiments for replication factor by varying the number of computers, 8, 16, 32, 48, 64. The figure includes only the three largest graph data, soc-LiveJournal1, uk-2002, webbase-2001. We omit others here because they are similar results to the above three graph data. We set the number of clusters the 1st phase generates at 4000, 8000, 160,000 for soc-LiveJournal1, uk-2002, webbase-2001, respectively.
Replication Factor
We observe that our technique achieves the best among others and the advantage increases as the number of computers increases. Only for soc-LiveJournal1, the variation that uses the original modularity clustering in the 1st phase performs better than the variation that uses the balanced-size modularity clustering. We guess this is caused by the fact that the modularity of soc-LiveJournal1 (0.721) is relatively lower than those (0.986 and 0.976) of uk-2002 and webbase-2001 (see Fig. 2 ), so the balanced-size modularity clustering could not improve the replication factor as the original modularity clustering. Figure 4 shows the results of the experiments for load balance factor. We observe that the variation that uses the original modularity clustering seriously inferior to others. This is because the primary goal of the Oblivious and HDRF is to generate balanced-size clusters and decreasing the replication factor is secondary. We also observe that the balanced-size modularity clustering effectively mitigates the load balance factor to the original modularity clustering.
Load Balance Factor
Performance for Graph Analysis
We evaluated the runtime time, the amount of data transfer between computers, and the imbalance runtime ratio among computers during graph analysis executed on PowerGraph. We fixed the number of computers at 64. Figure 5 shows the runtime results for analysis patterns. The runtime results in Y-axis are normalized to random partitioning result. As we can see in the figure, our technique performs best among others. In general, our technique is more effective as the modularity of graph increases (soc-LiveJournal1 0.721 ! webbase-2001 0.976 ! uk-2002 0.986), mainly because the amount of data transfer is reduced more for the graph with larger modularity (we will see in Fig. 6 ). Also the response time is not correlated so much with the imbalance runtime ratio (we will see in Fig. 7 ). For the largest modularity case of uk-2002, our , where the modularity is the smallest among others, the variation that uses the balanced-size modularity clustering in the 1st phase provides higher performance than the one that uses the original modularity clustering. Figure 6 shows the average amount of data transfer between computers for analysis patterns. The results in Yaxis are normalized to random partitioning result. By comparing this figure with the replication factor experiments in Fig. 3 , the amount of data transfer is highly correlated with the replication factor. For the largest modularity case of uk-2002, our technique most effectively reduces the amount of data transfer by 94%, 62%, 95% of HDRF in PageRank, SSSP, CCC, respectively. We guess the runtime improvement achieved by our technique is caused by not only the reduction ratio of data transfer but also its actual amount of data transfer. Our technique improves the runtime of PageRank most, because both the reduction rate of data transfer and the actual amount of data transfer are large. The actual amount of data transfer is 21 GB in PageRank, 0.17 GB in SSSP, 1.5 GB in CC for the case of uk-2002 in random partitioning. Figure 7 shows the imbalance runtime ratio for analysis patterns. The runtime indicates CPU time and excludes network IO wait. The imbalance runtime ratio is defined as 
Runtime
Amount of Data Transfer
Imbalance Runtime Ratio
Modularity
ReplicaƟon factor HDRF=1 Fig. 2 Relationship between Modularity and replication factor for graph data in Table 2 . Y-axis shows the replication factor ratio of the partitions obtained by our technique to those obtained by random partitioning and HDRF the ratio of the slowest computer's runtime to the average runtime. Again, the results in Y-axis are normalized to random partitioning result. By comparing this figure with the load balance factor experiments in Fig. 4 , the imbalance runtime ratio is correlated with the load balance factor. In particular for the case of the variation that uses the original modularity clustering in the 1st phase for socLiveJournal1. Except that, the results are comparable to all techniques for all graph data. Notice that, for our technique that uses the balanced-size modularity clustering in the 1st phase, even if its load balance factor is inferior to others (see in Fig. 4) , the imbalance runtime is comparable to others. In addition, the imbalance ratio changes to analysis patterns. So, we conjecture that there should be other factors than load balance factor that affect the imbalance runtime depending on analysis patterns.
Scalability
We evaluated the response time of graph analysis, graph partitioning (ingress) time, and the sum of both (total time) by varying the number of computers. Figure 8 shows runtime results for the largest graph data, webbase-2001, and PageRank analysis pattern. The analysis results show that our technique scales well to the number of computers and achieves best among others. For the graph ingress time, random partitioning is fastest because it chooses a computer to assign a new edge randomly. Our technique is scalable since we extend to use the state-of-the-art modularity-based clustering [9] in the 1st phase and the cost of the 2nd and 3rd phases does not depend on the number of computers. Notice that both Oblivious and HDRF are not scalable. The ingress time of Oblivious and HDRF gets worse to the number of computers. We investigated the implementation of Oblivious and HDRF and found that they made a linear search on the computer list to determine which computer stores the smallest number of assigned edges. For the total time, our technique is the best, in particular, the variation that uses the balanced-size modularity clustering in the 1st phase.
Related Work
In the line of the work for efficient distributed graph processing, the problem of finding better graph partitions has been studied in recent decades. A recent survey paper on vertex-centric frameworks summarizes various types of graph partitioning techniques [17] . The major approach is twofold: edge-cut method and vertex-cut method.
Edge-cut method The edge-cut method is a graph partitioning approach that divides a graph into sets of subgraphs by cutting edges so as to reduce the number of cross-partition edges. In the distributed graph processing, the edge-cut method assigns each sub-graph to each computer. METIS, proposed by Karypis and Kumar in 1998 [18] , is one of the representative partitioning algorithms that focuses on reducing the number of cross-partition edges via the edge-cut method. The problem of edgecut method is that it cannot avoid load imbalance for typical graphs that follow the power law distribution [19] . We explain the detail more in the vertex-cut method part.
Vertex-cut method The vertex-cut method is another type of partitioning technique that attempts to reduce the number of cross-partition vertexes. As we described above, the edge-cut method splits a graph into sets of sub-graphs by cutting edges. In contrast, the vertex-cut method divides a graph by splitting vertexes. Most of the recent distributed graph engines use vertex-cut methods, because vertex-cut graph is more efficiently balanced than edge-cut graph [3, 13] . Typically, graph usually follows the power law distribution so it tends to include super-vertexes, that is, the number of their connected edges is tremendously large. Those super-vertexes affect largely load imbalance, so the idea of the vertex-cut method is to reduce the load imbalance by splitting the super-vertexes. In the family of the vertex-cut methods, Oblivious [2] and HDRF (HighDegree (are) Replicated First) [6] are the state-of-the-art algorithms. These algorithms are stream-based algorithms: Every edge is read from input file, and it is immediately assigned to a computer; and thus, they are scalable to largescale graphs and achieve better load balance performance. Specifically, Oblivious assigns an incoming edge to a computer, so that it can reduce the number of cross-vertexes spanned among computers. HDRF divides edges into partitions by splitting high-degree vertexes in order to reduce the total number of cross-vertexes.
Conclusion
We proposed a graph partitioning technique that efficiently partitions graphs with good quality so that it achieves high performance for graph analysis by reducing the communication cost and by keeping good load balance among computers. We extend modularity-based clustering and integrate it with the techniques for the graph packing problem. We implemented our technique on top of distributed graph engine, PowerGraph, and made intensive experiments. The results show that our partitioning technique reduces the communication cost so it improves the response time of graph analysis patterns. In particular, PageRank computation is 3.2 times faster at most than HDRF, the state-of-the art of streaming-based partitioning approach. In addition, we observed that the replication factor and load balance factor correlate with the amount of data transfer and the imbalance runtime ratio, respectively, and that the response time is correlated with the replication factor but not with the load balance factor so much. Possible future work is as follows. (1) There is a tradeoff between the communication cost and load balance depending on the number of computers. We optimize the trade-off problem by fixing the number of computers in this paper, but one future work is to optimize the number of computers depending on the input graph and analysis patterns. (2) There is a still room improving more on the replication factor and load imbalance and achieving efficient graph clustering.
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